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Covid travel restrictions meant last year’s Scottish District IOM Championship had to be 

cancelled so a fleet of 11 skippers from across the country were very keen to take part 

in this year’s Championship.  

 

The event was hosted by Buchanness Model Yacht Club at Forehill Reservoir near 

Peterhead which is renowned for delivering well run and competitive radio sailing events. 

 

At the skippers briefing RO Ali Law emphasised the importance of sailing fairly and 

respecting the local safety rules. The success of the event would be measured at the end 

of the day by the smiles on the faces of all involved. 

 

The threatening early morning mist lifted just as skippers arrived for registration 

revealing a steady 8 -10 mph southerly wind. This was slightly less than the forecast 

wind strength. All skippers elected to race with their No 1 rigs. A long course was set to 

suit the wind with a control area along the full length of the west side of the reservoir. 

 

Up to lunchtime eight fast and challenging races were sailed. During the morning the 

wind increased slightly causing the boats to accelerate downwind in the puffs but it 

never quite reached a point where a change to the smaller No2 rig was necessary. 

 

Racing throughout the fleet was very close and it was clear to see that many skippers 

had used their time during Covid lockdowns to tune up their boats and their sailing skills. 

It was encouraging to see a couple of new skippers entering a District Championship, 

local skipper Alan McKechnie sailing his Vision and Tim Drysdale making the trip north 

from Edinburgh with his Corbie 5. This was only the second time Tim had sailed a radio-

controlled yacht! 

 

Initially, it looked like the left side of the course was favoured with Richard Rowan 

winning Race 1 with his Cheinz and Ian Dundas winning Race 2 with his Corbie 6 by 

going that side. However, in subsequent races going right came out best with Stewart 

Campbell taking wins with his Croatian-built Kantun in Races 3 and 5. Tich Summers 

sailing his BritPop! also featured consistently at the front of the fleet. There were several 

other skippers pushing the front runners, Colin McGinnis with his Buzz 3B and David 

Stewart with his Corbie 1 from Tayside sailing their wooden boats scored top three 

finishes as did local skipper Ian Thomson sailing a BritPop!. Bill Reid with his Pikanto and 

Ian Davidson with his Corbie 5 were also doing well considering they were not used to 

big fleet scratch starts. 

 

In the morning session many skippers had “unfortunate” incidents impacting their scores 

resulting from collisions or gear failure or in some cases not completing the correct 

course. These added to the drama but the principles of good conduct by skippers and 

race team prevailed. Ahead of the lunch break Ian scored 3 wins on the trot which took 

him to the top of the leader board but was closely followed by Richard, Tich and Stewart. 

 

Seven races were held after lunch in a weakening wind strength. With these conditions it 

was crucial to seek out any puffs or wind shifts upwind and downwind as these brought 

opportunity for big gains. “Joining the dots” was the catchphrase heard in the fleet as 

skippers searched to link up the puffs. 

 

In the afternoon session Richard, Tich and Ian traded top three finishing positions and 

going into the last two races Richard and Tich had closed up such that all three were in 

contention to win the event overall. 



 

In the end Ian did just enough with his home built wooden Corbie 6 to finish 2 points 

ahead of Richard with Tich was just 2 points behind in third place (see scoresheet for 

results).  

 

At the prize-giving, RO Ali Law and his Race Team commended the skippers for their 

good sportsmanship and the skippers reciprocated by thanking all the Buchanness Race 

Team members – Ali Law, Brian Crawford, Bill Odger, Brian Robertson, Athan Thomson 

and Cathie Reid for their preparation and running of the event. 

 

The smiles on the faces of all at the end of the day was testament to a well-run and hard 

fought event. 

 


